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Abstract— Modern smartphones have a rich spectrum of 
increasingly sophisticated features, opening opportunities for 
software-led innovation. Of the large number of platforms to 
develop new software on, in this paper we look closely at three 
platforms identified as market leaders for the smartphone 
market by Gartner Group in 2013 and one platform, Firefox 
OS, representing a new paradigm for operating systems based 
on web technologies. We compare the platforms in several 
different categories, such as software architecture, application 
development, platform capabilities and constraints, and, 
finally, developer support. Using the implementation of a 
mobile version of the tic-tac-toe game on all the four platforms, 
we seek to investigate strengths, weaknesses and challenges of 
mobile application development on these platforms. Big 
differences are highlighted when inspecting community 
environments, hardware abilities and platform maturity. These 
inevitably impact upon developer choices when deciding on 
mobile platform development strategies. 
Keywords: Android, Windows Phone, iOS, Firefox OS, 
Mobile Development Environment, Mobile Computing, Cross 
Platform Development, Native Apps, Web Apps 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
Mobile phone application development has taken a huge 
step from its first days of development on monochrome 
screens. Today, sophisticated features are available and there 
are a large number of platforms to develop new software on. 
In this paper, we look at three widely used development 
platforms for pervasive applications: 1) Android, a Linux 
based operating system from Google; 2) The Windows 
Phone operating system from Microsoft; 3) The iOS 
platform from Apple; and one platform representing a new 
generation: 4) The new web based Firefox OS from Mozilla. 
Three of these four platforms, 1,2 and 3, were in 2013 
identified as market leaders for the smartphone market by 
Gartner Group [35]. Firefox OS, 4, were recognized as the 
chiefly representative for a new category of mobile operating 
systems. We will compare the platforms in several different 
categories through code examples, focusing on commonly 
used features such as persistent storage and opening a 
network connection. The different development tools used 
for these platforms are also introduced since they are a 
crucial part of modern software development.  
 The work presented in this paper follows the research 
performed by Huebscher et al [14], who back in 2006 
remarked that an interesting future pursuit would be to look 
at Windows Mobile or Linux devices and compare the issues 
and limitations of the platforms. Accordingly, we focus on 
how the four different platforms can be used to create 
pervasive mobile device applications. Indeed, there are very 
few contributions in this area and what papers have been 
published target other languages. Although, the topic itself is 
too wide to be investigated in a single paper alone, in this 
paper we will start by investigating language central code 
implementations, software architecture, application 
development, and developer support – all of these have been 
identified as key issues in mobile application development 
[7]. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II reviews related work and identifies related 
challenges. In section III we will introduce the four different 
mobile development platforms. Section IV contains the 
comparison of the platforms, starting with architectural 
aspects, then moving onto implementation concerns, and 
ending with developer perspectives of the different 
platforms. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Both hardware and software on mobile devices have 
improved considerably in recent years. It is illustrative to 
remark that when Sun conducted a customer survey in 2001 
investigating the envisaged hardware profiles their software 
platform had to run on [24], they came up with a CPU speed 
of 50 to 200MHz and >600KB RAM as the typical figures 
for the next-generation mobile phones. When compared to 
the new smartphone devices released in 2013 we see an 
enormous increase in computing power [18]. Typical figures 
are now given by a CPU speed of 1.6 GHz Quad and 2GB 
RAM. Moreover, screen sizes have also increased 
significantly since touch screen devices have become 
mainstream. For instance, Nokia E61, released in 2006, had a 
2.9-inch display, considerably less than that of the Samsung 
Galaxy S4, released in 2013, with a Full HD Super 
AMOLED 5.0-inch touch screen display. 
Such new smartphones are essentially small and powerful 
computers and modern networking capabilities of the devices 
also mean that people stay connected to the network. When 
combined with the increase in screen sizes and networking 
capabilities, many new and interesting research topics 
surface, focusing on issues such as user interface design [25], 
context-awareness in mobile devices applications [6][17] and 
mobile service development [4][10][12][15][23]. 
In work closely related to ours, Harjula et al. [11] 
highlight technical aspects in mobile phone application 
programming. Aspects like limited bandwidth and small 
screens have until recently been major obstacles for building 
advanced and sophisticated mobile applications. However, 
with the advent of touch screen technology and unlimited-
use subscriptions, such barriers belong increasingly to the 
past. Moreover, software development kits (SDKs) are 
becoming standard for all major mobile development 
platforms as well and all of these factors create opportunities 
for creating novel mobile and pervasive applications. In this 
paper, we will focus on how it is possible to build one such 
application – a tic-tac-toe game - and some of the main 
differences in the development environments of the various 
platforms 
A. Platform  heterogeneity  
Java has a vision of supporting multiple platforms, “write 
once, run everywhere”. To this end, in 2000 Sun 
Microsystems reduced and adapted the standard Java 
platform to fit on resource-constrained mobile devices [24]. 
The idea was that the same byte code created from the source 
code should be able to run on all sorts of mobile device 
models. Even though in principle this is a good idea, it has 
caused severe problems and limitations, as we have 
remarked in previous work [9].  
However, according to Gartner [1] it was not Java ME 
phones but iPhone (Apple) and Android (Google) phones 
who were the winners in the smartphone market in 2010. In 
contrast to the Java ME model – which strives to be 
universal - both of these platforms have their own 
programming API (Application Programming Interface) and 
syntax. Although Android provides Java syntax, it uses its 
own Google libraries and creates byte code that will not run 
on the standard JVM (Java Virtual Machine). This means 
that consumers are carrying devices that support different 
programming languages and developers will usually need to 
create multiple clients in this heterogeneous environment. 
However, current research has usually focused on one or two 
specific platforms [1][6][16]. For instance, Koller et al. [16] 
look at two platforms, specifically Java ME and Adobe Flex. 
They undertake a comparison in the context of developing a 
new game for mobile phones and highlight important 
challenges such as portability when developing in native 
code, a factor which we have a closer look at in section 4.1. 
Indeed, as acknowledged by Heikkinen and Still [12] and 
Mukhtar et al. [18], developers must realize that the “write 
once, use everywhere” idea is not possible due to hardware 
and software platform heterogeneity 
B. Mobile Application Development Challenges 
There is relatively little published research on comparing 
mobile development environments. One of the earliest is that 
of Hall and Anderson [10], who compared the Android and 
iPhone operating systems, as well as briefly touching on the 
Symbian operating system, the erstwhile market leader in 
smartphones. Their comparison is based on core issues for 
software developers such as market base, ease of use, 
developer support/tools and technology. In their opinion the 
Android platform is the most exciting and best-positioned 
mobile operating system to enable developers to produce 
new applications.  
One of the main inspirations for our work is the research 
done by Huebscher et al. [2]. They focused on issues 
surrounding ubiquitous computing development and, in 
particular, problems relating to Symbian C++ and Java ME. 
In so doing, they present an in-depth look at the possibilities 
and limitations of the Symbian Series 60 platform. The main 
advice they give is that developers should write their 
application code in Java ME due to the lack of portability in 
Symbian C++. However, they also point that in certain cases 
the Java ME API will not have the desired functionality. 
Moreover, when it comes to the emulator for Java ME they 
find it both lacking in support of testing and debugging. 
Nonetheless, tool support, including IDEs (Integrated 
Development Environments) and emulators, has improved 
constantly since 2006 when Huebscher et al. [14] published 
their work. We will, through the description in section IV, 
present a more up to date feature list and examine the state of 
the tools and development environments. 
More recently, Jobe [15] compares experiences of 
developing the same mobile application/app (the app tracked 
the runs of semi-professional Kenyan runners) either in 
native mode or using a cross-platform development tool. His 
conclusion was that native apps were preferred if there was 
going to be interaction between the app and the hardware on 
the specific device (such as the GPS unit or the camera); 
otherwise, the app developed using the cross platform tool 
was just as good as the native one. 
In summary, the debate currently in the research and the 
development community is whether to go down the native 
application route (i.e. write mobile applications for a specific 
operating system) or cross-platform (i.e. write applications 
that in theory work across multiple platforms). Whilst in the 
former approach the same app would have to be written once 
for each of the mobile platforms it would want to target, the 
latter approach usually entails applications running either on 
the mobile Web browser of the particular platform and 
mimicking the native app behavior, or using cross-platform 
mobile development tools, usually employing languages 
such as HTML5, Javascript and Cascading Style Sheets, to 
create the apps [2][13][19][20][23]. The last approach, whilst 
attractive in theory (‘write once, run everywhere’), has in 
practice been beset by problems, made notorious by 
Facebook’s dumping of HMT5 in favor of native apps [3]. 
Accordingly, in this paper, we focus on native apps and 
compare our experiences of creating a native tic-tac-toe app 
across four innovative mobile platforms. 
III. PLATFORM PRESENTATION 
Our research focuses on four of the main mobile 
platforms: Android, Windows Phone, iOS and Firefox OS. 
The next sections will give a short introduction to each of 
these. 
A. Android 
Google released Android in November 2007, under the 
framework of the Open Handset Alliance [21], with the goal 
of being an open source arena for software development on 
mobile platform. Android is an open source mobile 
operating system based on the Linux kernel and facilitates 
developers to write managed code in Java using Google 
developed Java libraries [8]. The Android platform does not 
only provide the mobile operating system itself including 
the development environment, but also provides a custom 
built virtual machine (Dalvik Virtual Machine) for the 
applications to run on as well as acting as the middleware 
between code and operating system [8]. For application 
development, Android facilitates the use of 2D and 3D 
graphic libraries, a customized, onboard SQL engine for 
persistent storage and advanced network capabilities such as 
3G, 4G and WLAN (Fig. 1). The API is constantly evolving 
and the current release (4.4 KitKat) [26] is a huge increment 
compared with number of available features from release 
1.0. Since Android is an open source mobile operating 
system, the community is welcomed to collaborate in the 
evolvement of the programming environment, the operating 
system and the API. Development tools for Android include 
the Eclipse and IntelliJ IDEA. 
 
Fig. 1. Android Architecture [26] 
B. Windows Phone 
Previously, the mobile operating system created by 
Microsoft was called Windows Mobile. After the changes 
introduced by Apple (iOS) and Google (Android) in 2007, 
Microsoft decided to take a new direction and created 
Windows Phone. Similar to other alternatives, such as iOS 
and Android, Windows Phone is an operating system for 
smartphones. It is usually used on touch screen devices, and 
offers functionality such as networking, sensors and camera 
integration. 
Programs for Windows Phone 7 are written in .NET 
managed code. Managed code is code written in languages 
that are available for use with the Microsoft .NET 
Framework, for example C#. One of the benefits is that 
many of the error-prone and often complex tasks, such as 
type safety checking, memory management and destruction 
of unneeded objects, are taken care of [32]. 
Windows Phone 7 supports two popular programming 
platforms, namely Silverlight and XNA. Silverlight is an 
evolution of the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). 
It provides developers with the ability to create 
sophisticated user interfaces. The second platform, XNA, is 
Microsoft’s game platform. It supports both 2D and 3D 
graphics [22]. 
Development for Windows Phone is done in Visual 
Studio [37]. There is a range of various editions of Visual 
Studio, ranging from the free Visual Studio Express to the 
Ultimate edition. Although the Express edition if enough to 
get started, the limitations quickly get in the way of 
productivity. For example, no support for plugins is one of 
the main limitations. There are two languages that can be 
used to write programs for Windows Phone, 1) Visual Basic 
.NET and 2) C#. We will focus on the C# language in this 
paper. We chose to use this language because we were more 
familiar with it and also we found more resources, in books 
and on the Internet, for Windows Phone development with 
C#. Programs created for Windows Phone are packaged into 
XAP files, which is the Silverlight application package [31]. 
According to Gartner [35], Microsoft currently occupies 
the 3rd place in regards to market share (second quarter of 
2013). For the first time Microsoft has a larger market share 
compared to Blackberry. Even with the recent increase in 
popularity, the Windows Phone platform is still a relatively 
small player with a 3.3% market share. The step up of the 
iOS (14.2%) and Android (79.0%) is considerable. However, 
it will be interesting to see how the acquiring of Nokia [36] 
will affect the further development of Windows Phone and 
the mobile devices. 
 
Fig. 2. Windows Phone Architecture [33] 
C. iOS 
iOS is the operating system for several Apple devices 
(Fig. 3), one of the most important of which is the iPhone. 
The iPhone was released in 2007 and changed the 
smartphone market [34]. It included a large touch screen 
and, at least for that time, impressive hardware 
specifications [27]. 
Applications for iOS are written in Objective-C using 
the Cocoa Touch library. Objective-C is an extension to the 
C language, while Cocoa Touch is a collection of classes 
[5]. While C# and Java (used for Android and Windows 
Phone development) are fairly similar in syntax, the 
Objective-C library provides a different alternative. 
Objective-C, as the name implies, supports object-
oriented programming. The language and platform has 
continuously improved over the years, and one especially 
noteworthy change came with the introduction of ARC 
(Automatic Reference Counting) [28]. This provided 
automatic memory management and meant that the amount 
of boilerplate code is reduced and in general memory leaks 
are less common. 
Development for iOS requires a computer running Mac 
OS. The application usually used to write iOS applications 
in is Xcode [29]. It includes a powerful editor, as well as an 
analysis tool, iOS simulator and the SDK. 
 
 
Fig. 3. iOS Architecture [27] 
 
D. Firefox OS 
Firefox OS (Fig. 4) represents a new generation of 
mobile operating systems, namely a web based OS [38]. It is 
designed based upon open standards and approaches from 
HTML5 applications, JavaScript and web APIs. This 
approach brings open web APIs communicating directly with 
cellphone hardware and it also features a direct link to the 
web-based application marketplace. Firefox OS was first 
demonstrated public in early 2012, running on an Android 
based phone. Later it has been demonstrated running on a 
Raspberry Pie, and Mozilla launched commercial phones 
together with ZTE in early 2013[39].   
 
 
Fig. 4. Firefox Architecture [30]  
 
IV. PLATFORM COMPARISON 
In this section we described the actual comparison of the 
four mobile application development platforms and show 
how they relate through a common example implemented 
across all environments. We start off by detailing the 
implemented scenario, before we present our findings and 
finally ending this section with a discussion.  
A. Comparison Scenario 
To investigate software architecture, application 
development, and developer support, all of which have been 
identified as key issues in mobile application development, 
we needed a common scenario implemented across all 
platforms. Following the results and practice by Gavalas and 
Economou [7], we chose the implementation of a game as 
scenario for comparison. The game chosen was tic-tac-toe, 
which is suitable because it covers all major aspects of 
application development. This implementation let us 
compare all four platforms in terms of technical 
functionality, APIs, development effort, development 
support and deployment to live devices. Figures 5 to 8 show 
the game running on the four platforms.  
 
 
    
Fig.5. Windows Phone Client 
(Nokia Lumia 800) 
Fig. 6. iOS Client  
(iPhone 5) 
Fig. 7. Android Client 
(Samsung Galaxy S4) 
Fig. 8. Firefox Client 
(Firefox Geeksphone) 
 
B. Discussion 
Our findings (Table 1) suggest that there are two main 
platforms at the moment, with iOS and Android. Both have 
mature development environments and communities. 
Especially for the Android platform there is a large number 
of open source libraries and frameworks. 
For the other two alternatives, namely Firefox OS and 
Windows Phone, there is more uncertainty about the future 
[33]. While Firefox OS is a new Operating System, 
Microsoft has a long history in the mobile space. Both 
Firefox OS and Windows Phone are small compared to the 
two main platforms, but they have potential. Firefox OS 
focuses on a different market, targeting more affordable 
devices. Windows phone, on the other hand, is more similar 
in that it focuses on the mid to high-end smartphones. 
Windows Phone takes advantage of the excellent 
development support in Visual Studio. Combined with the 
C# language, together they provide a good alternative for 
developers. One of the main issues Microsoft has had with 
its focus on mobile devices is low market share. After the 
iPhone entered the market, they have conducted major 
changes. This has entailed efforts such as going from 
Windows Mobile to a completely redesigned OS with 
Windows Phone, or, indeed, acquiring handset 
manufacturers, as has happened with the recent acquisition 
of Nokia. 
Android is clearly the most popular platform of the 
alternatives we have investigated. When developing for 
Android devices, the potential customer base is very large. 
However, the platform also has its challenges, mainly with 
fragmentation and the lack of updates. Fragmentation is 
simply the problem that there are so many different devices 
supporting Android, and it is difficult to create an App that 
works across all various sorts. The lack of updates is the 
case that certain devices, even quite new, will not receive 
updates of the OS. Additionally, there has previously been a 
problem that many users simply do not update their device. 
This means there are a considerable amount of devices with 
very old versions of Android, which needs to be supported. 
The development tools for Android have continuously 
improved. One area we feel that both Windows Phone and 
iOS provides a better experience is with the UI builders. 
While this is also improving, the Android platform has some 
major challenges due to fragmentation and backwards 
compatibility. 
Apple, with the iOS platform, has had a very clear focus 
on high-end devices. The development language used is 
Objective-C, which can cause a challenge for users that are 
more familiar with Java/C# development. This can create a 
steeper learning curve compared to the other platforms. 
In contrast to Android, the iOS platform does not suffer 
from the same issues with fragmentations. This is simply 
because the number of devices are limited, with Apple being 
the only manufacturer of device for iOS. This is very 
different from Android, where there are many different 
hardware manufacturers. 
It is difficult to do an in-depth review of the newest 
platform, Firefox OS. It is still early days when it comes to 
the community and developer tools. This will probably 
improve as the platform becomes more mature. It is also 
particularly interesting to see the extensive use of HTML5 
and Javascript. We feel that the development tools are 
currently not good enough compare the other platforms. 
This will improve with future releases. If the platform will 
handle the common challenges, such as fragmentation, 
remains to be seen. However, it is certainly an interesting 
platform that is worth a closer look 
TABLE 1: Platform Comparison Matrix 
 
Issue iOS Android Firefox OS Windows Phone 
Software architecture 
Development 
language 
Objective-C Java Web (HTML5, CSS3, 
Javascript) 
.Net C# 
Packaging Apple application 
package (IPA) with a 
distribution 
provisioning file  
Android package 
(APK) file 
Packaged as a web 
application with an 
associated manifest 
file for properties 
Windows Phone 
package (XAP) with 
manifest file for 
properties 
Persistent storage and 
database support 
Local SQL database 
support and local file 
access 
Local SQL database 
support and local file 
access 
Local IndexedDB 
database support and 
local key/value pair 
storage 
Local SQL database 
support and local file 
access 
Application development 
Debugger availability Very Good 
 
Excellent 
 
Good Excellent 
 
Deployment speed 
(packaging, installing, 
testing) 
Fast Relatively fast Fast Relatively fast 
Default deployment 
application size 
Medium Large Very small Large 
Developer support 
Developer community 
and support 
Very large Very large Very small Average 
Market penetration Very large Very large Minimal Limited 
Integrated 
development 
environment (IDE) 
availability 
Very good support 
through Apple Xcode 
and Jetbrains 
Appcode 
Excellent – supported 
by all major IDE’s 
Very limited 
specialized tools, but 
regular web 
development tools 
can be applied 
Very good, but 
limited to Microsoft 
Visual Studio 
Development tools 
cost 
Free for emulator 
Small fee for device 
and App Store 
Free 
Small fee for Android 
Play 
Free Free (for emulator) 
Small fee for 
Marketplace 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
There is little doubt that mobile devices, and particularly 
smartphones and tablets, will be the device of choice for 
users in the very near future. In this context, mobile apps 
become an essential part of any software development 
project. It is therefore important to acknowledge and 
investigate the strength and weaknesses of the various 
devices and their associated mobile ecosystems – which we 
have explored in this paper.  
Developer support has been greatly improved in the current 
development tools: performance is abstracted to new high-
level formats, and access to performance-critical code is 
often wrapped through third party libraries. Indeed, 
language development itself also shows proofs of 
abstraction, such as in the Android platform, where a new 
programming dialect has been built on top of the Java 
language. Moreover, in the case of the iPhone, the higher 
level of abstraction is especially apparent in UI design and  
 
database integration. This is solved with specific tooling, 
making the abstraction level higher. Indeed, in these areas 
the iPhone/Xcode model stands out and provides the most 
efficient and best development environment in our opinion. 
Windows Phone, Android, and iPhone have the benefit of 
being tightly integrated with the operating system on the 
mobile phone. This results in a good integration between the 
development environment and the actual devices. However, 
Firefox OS struggles with the different implementations, 
immature platform support, and a wide variety of mobile 
phones and browsers.  
Our work opens up possibilities for interesting future 
research. Other areas of developer interest, such as 
multithreading could be included. Table 1, could be further 
expanded, to include code footprints and runtime issues, 
such as CPU load, battery usage and network performance, 
to name but a few. Apps generated by cross-platform 
development tools are also of potential interest. All are 
worthy future pursuits 
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